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 Dear parents/guardians  

 

Information of the Measures in Typhoon and others【Storm, blizzard, heavy rain, flood】 

We would like to ask the parents to understand the followings and take proper action.  

 

1.  In case that the storm warning (Bofuu Keiho) or blizzard warning (Bofuusetsu keiho) is announced 

Don’t let the students come to school. 

 

2. In case that the storm warning or blizzard warning is canceled 

In case that the warning 

is canceled until 7:00 am 

◎ After the parent confirms the safety, please let the student come to 

school. 

In case that the warning 

is canceled from 7:00 to 

8:30 am 

◎ After the parent confirms the safety, please let the student come to 

school.  

 - Even if the student comes late for school, we don’t consider it “delay”. 

- The students have simple school lunch and the normal classes.  

In case that the warning 

is canceled from 8:30 to 

11:00 am 

◎ Follow the instructions of the person in charge of your area or the school 

mail system (*). [Please follow the earlier instructions and let the student 

come to school after the parent confirms the safety] 

 - We inform you the beginning time of classes by the school mail system, 

communicating with the person in charge of your area. 

 - Even if the student comes late for school, we don’t consider it “delay”.  

 - In case that we start the classes in the morning, the students have simple 

school lunch and the normal classes. 

3. In case that the storm warning or blizzard warning is not canceled until 11:00 am 

Don’t let the students come to school. 

 

4. In case that the storm warning or blizzard warning is announced on the way to school 

We have the students go back home. (using the school mail system)  

 

5. In case that the storm warning or blizzard warning is announced after starting the classes 

In principle ◎ We stop the classes at once, and let the students go home quickly. 

   (using the school mail system) 

In case that seems 

dangerous 

◎ The students stay at school, and we let them go home after we confirm the 

situation. (using the school mail system) 

 

〈Notes〉 

*In case that Weather Emergency Warning (Kisyou Tokubetsu Keihou) is announced, take the same action as 

above mentioned “ the storm warning” or blizzard warning. 

* The conditions of the way to school are different in each area. In case that there is a danger with strong wind, 

heavy rain, flood or thunder, we will take proper actions communicating with the person in charge of area.  

* In case that the school mail system doesn’t work well due to a blackout, the “Chiku-iin” (a member of your 

district committee) will call you. 

* If you don’t register with the school mail system, the person in charge of your area or we will call you. 

* In case that the school is closed because of the storm warning, please let the students come to school next day 

with the preparation of the normal classroom schedule. 


